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Abstract: We review recent progress in the development of high birefringence (Δn ≥ 0.12) 

negative dielectric anisotropy (Δε < 0) liquid crystals (LCs) for direct-view and projection 

displays. For mobile displays, our UCF-N2 (low viscosity, negative Δε, high Δn) based 

homogeneous alignment fringe-field switching (called n-FFS) mode exhibits superior 

performance to p-FFS in transmittance, single gamma curve, cell gap insensitivity, and 

negligible flexoelectric effect. For projection displays using a vertical alignment  

liquid-crystal-on-silicon (VA LCOS), our high birefringence UCF-N3 mixture enables a 

submillisecond gray-to-gray response time, which is essential for color sequential displays 

without noticeable color breakup. Our low viscosity UCF-N2 also enables multi-domain 

VA displays to use a thinner cell gap for achieving faster response time.  

Keywords: liquid crystal display; negative dielectric anisotropy; fringe-field switching; 

projection displays 
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1. Introduction 

Negative dielectric anisotropy (Δε = ε// −    < 0) liquid crystals (LCs) [1,2], in which the parallel 

permittivity (ε//) is smaller than the perpendicular one (  ), have been widely used for direct-view and 

projection displays. The common feature of a negative Δε LC is that lateral polar substituents induce a 

dipole moment perpendicular to the principal molecular axis [3–5]. As described in [6], there are 

several approaches to induce polarity perpendicular to the molecular axis, such as (i) using certain 

polar linking groups (e.g., ester); (ii) adding a polar unit at an axial position of a cyclohexane ring;  

(iii) positioning polar unit(s) in lateral positions of an aromatic ring; and (iv) using heterocyclic rings 

with the heteroatom off-axis. However, the off-axis polar group would decrease the aspect ratio of the 

cylindrical molecular shape and hence tend to disturb the liquid crystal phase stability. Furthermore, 

the magnitude of the Δε value will generally be much smaller than that of a positive Δε LC. To use 

multiple polar groups to enhance Δε often causes solubility problems or increases the rotational 

viscosity. Different off-axis polar groups, such as cyano and fluoro, have been employed to enlarge 

perpendicular dipole moment. To avoid image flickering [7], high resistivity is another crucial 

requirement for obtaining a high voltage-holding-ratio for active matrix liquid crystal displays (LCDs). 

A sufficiently large Δε helps to lower the driving voltage, which in turn lowers the power consumption 

of a mobile display. Fluoro group provides an excellent resistivity [8], modest dipole moment, and low 

viscosity. Laterally fluorinated liquid crystals [9], i.e., (2,3) difluorinated biphenyl, terphenyl [10] and 

tolane [11] usually exhibit a high resistivity and a modest Δε. 

Most nematic LC devices require surface alignment layers in order to realize their useful  

electro-optic effect. However, some exceptions exist; for example, without any alignment layer 

polymer-stabilized blue phase with a negative Δε LC host has been demonstrated recently to possess a 

negative Kerr constant and submillisecond response time [12]. A negative Δε LC can be used in 

homogeneous alignment or vertical alignment (VA), depending on the electric field direction. In an  

in-plane switching (IPS) cell [13,14] or fringe-field switching (FFS) cell [15–17], the electric field is 

mainly in the lateral direction, while in a VA cell [18,19] or multi-domain VA (MVA) cell [20,21], the 

field is basically in the longitudinal direction. For mobile displays, IPS or FFS is a favored choice 

because they are more robust to external pressure, which is crucial for touch panels. In comparison 

with IPS, FFS mode has narrower electrode width and gap to eliminate dead zones so that its optical 

throughput is higher. Moreover, the capacitor formed by the passivation layer between the pixel and 

common electrode acts as a storage capacitance. As a result, FFS mode enables a larger aperture ratio, 

which translates into higher optical efficiency. Recently, it is found that the FFS mode with a negative 

Δε LC (n-FFS) exhibits several advantages over its p-FFS (FFS mode using a positive Δε LC) 

counterpart in higher transmittance, single gamma curve, cell gap insensitivity, and weaker 

flexoelectric effect [16]. A single-domain VA cell has been employed in liquid-crystal-on-silicon 

(LCOS) for data projectors because of its unprecedented contrast ratio [22], while MVA is a common 

choice for wide-view LCD TVs. In this paper, we will review recent progress on the negative Δε and 

high Δn LC development for mobile displays using FFS mode, projection displays using  

VA LCOS, and wide-view LCD TVs using MVA. Among these applications, fast response time is a  

common requirement.  
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2. Response Time of Negative Δε LCs 

Fast response time plays a key role for reducing the image blur and improving transmittance in 

conventional LCDs, and for realizing color sequential displays without color breakup. The dynamic 

response of LC directors is governed by Ericksen-Leslie equation. Under single elastic constant and 

small angle approximations, Ericksen-Leslie equation can be simplified as [23]: 

 
(1) 

where   (Z,t) is the deformed angle of the LC directors, E is the applied electric field, γ1 is the 

rotational viscosity of the LC, and Kii is the elastic constant corresponding to the LC alignment. For a 

negative Δε LC in IPS or FFS cell, the electric field mainly induces twist deformation [14,16]. Thus, 

Kii can be approximated by K22 (twist elastic constant) [24]. On the other hand, in a VA cell Kii is 

generally a weighted average of K11 (splay elastic constant) and K33 (bend elastic constant) [19]. 

However, under small angle approximation, K33 dominates and the contribution of K11 can be ignored. 

The rising process of LC directors can be accelerated by applying a high voltage for a short time, 

which is called overdrive method [25,26]. Meanwhile, during the decay period, if the holding voltage 

is close to threshold voltage (Vth), the decay time will be very slow. To speed up this relaxation process, 

the voltage can be turned off for a short period and then a small holding voltage is applied to keep the 

LC at the desired gray level; this is known as undershoot method [27]. However, the free relaxation 

time is intrinsically dependent on the LC properties and cell configuration. By substituting  

E = 0 into Equation (1), we can obtain the equation for the free relaxation process: 

 
(2) 

By solving Equation (2), we obtain the free relaxation time of the LC directors: 

 
(3) 

where d is the cell gap. Based on Equation (3), the response time of an FFS or VA cell is proportional 

to the visco-elastic coefficient (γ1/Kii) of the LC material employed and d
2
. A thin cell gap would help 

to reduce the response time effectively. However, to maintain adequate phase retardation with reduced 

cell gap, a higher Δn LC is required. The LC birefringence is governed primarily by the molecular 

conjugation. The most effective approach for increasing Δn is to elongate the π-electron conjugation of 

the LC compounds [28–30]. Conjugation length can be extended by adding either unsaturated bonds 

(such as carbon-carbon triple bond) or phenyl rings to the rigid core structure. Due to insufficient 

photostability of carbon-carbon double bonds and triple bonds, conjugated phenyl rings are the 

preferred choices for obtaining high birefringence. However, using too many phenyl rings would cause 

two undesirable drawbacks: (1) its melting point and heat fusion enthalpy would increase, leading to a 

limited solubility; and (2) its viscosity would increase dramatically, resulting in a slower response time. 

Therefore, terphenyl [31] could be the optimal structure for thin-cell-gap VA LCOS. However, for FFS 

or MVA the required dΔn is about 330–360 nm. If the cell gap is 3–4 μm, then Δn ≈ 0.09–0.12. Many 
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biphenyl compounds can meet this Δn requirement, but how to optimize the tradeoff between high Δε 

for low voltage and low viscosity for fast response time remains a challenge.  

3. Negative Δε LCs for FFS Mode 

FFS [15,32,33] mode has been widely used for mobile displays, such as smartphones and tablet 

computers. Low power consumption for long battery life, wide viewing angle for multiple observers, 

high resolution for Retina display, and pressure-resistance for touch screen are the key requirements. 

In FFS mode, the electric field-induced molecular reorientation takes place mainly in the horizontal 

direction. Presently, most FFS LCDs use positive Δε LCs. The primary reason is that it is relatively 

easy to obtain a large Δε (~10) LC while keeping a low viscosity. Large Δε helps to reduce operation 

voltage while low viscosity helps to shorten response time. However, p-FFS has some problems: (1) its 

peak transmittance is ~88%; (2) the voltage-dependent transmittance (VT) curves do not overlap well 

for RGB colors, thus three gamma curves are required, which increases the complexity of driving 

electronics; (3) the VT curves are sensitive to the cell gap; and (4) a small but noticeable image 

flickering due to splay- and bend-induced flexoelectric effect [34,35].  

To overcome these problems, recently we reported a n-FFS mode using a high performance 

negative Δε LC [16]. The n-FFS mode has been investigated previously [13,15,17], but mainly by 

simulations. In this section, we compare the results of four different negative Δε LC mixtures with 

relatively high Δn and low viscosity. The phase retardation effect on peak transmittance and on-state 

voltage is also investigated. 

3.1. Low Viscosity Negative Δε LCs 

For high yield manufacturing, it is desirable to keep the cell gap above 3 μm. Thus, the required Δn is 

around 0.12. Previously we reported a high performance n-FFS with UCF-N1 [16], consisting of 60 wt % 

MLC-6882, 18% lateral difluoro akoxy-biphenyl, 17% lateral difluoro akoxy-cyclohexane-biphenyl [9] 

and 5% bicyclohexane compounds. The chemical structures are shown in Figure 1. We compare our 

results with MLC-6882 and a virtual positive Δε LC (UCF-P1) whose Δε = 10 and other properties are 

the same as UCF-N1. 

In addition to MLC 6882, UCF-N1 and UCF-P1, Table 1 includes three new negative Δε LCs to be 

considered for FFS mode: HAV (HAV-634117, HCCH, Nanjing, China), ZOC (ZOC-7003, JNC, 

Ichihara, Japan), and UCF-N2. From Table 1, JNC ZOC has the lowest visco-elastic coefficient γ1/K33, 

but its Δn ~ 0.1 which is slightly too small. For an LCOS, the panel size is small, thus a submicron cell 

gap can be controlled without too much difficulty. However, a high Δn LC is needed to maintain  

dΔn ~ 165 nm. To obtain high Δn, we first formulated a binary LC mixture (M1) with two lateral 

difluoro-terphenyl homologs: R1 = 2, R2 = 4 (35 wt %) and R1 = 3, R2 = 5 (65 wt %) [36]. The general 

chemical structure is also shown in Figure 1. Its physical properties are: Δn = 0.235 (at λ = 633 nm and  

T ~ 22 °C), Δε = −1.8 and clearing temperature Tc ~ 112.3 °C. Next, we doped 10% M1 and 5% 

biphenyls to ZOC-7003. The final mixture is denoted as UCF-N2. Table 1 lists the physical properties 

of the six LC mixtures studied. The dielectric anisotropy was determined by measuring the capacitance 

of a homogeneous cell and a homeotropic LC cell [37,38]. 
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Figure 1. Chemical structures of the liquid crystal (LC) compounds studied. 

 

Table 1. Physical properties of the LCs studied (λ = 633 nm, T ~ 22 °C and f = 1 kHz). 

LC Mixture Tc (°C) Δn (633 nm) Δn (550 nm) γ1/K33 (ms/μm
2
) γ1 (mPas) Δε 

MLC 6882 69 0.097 0.098 8.44 108 −3.1 

UCF-N1 73.3 0.116 0.119 9.06 122.8 −3.82 

UCF-P1 73.3 0.116 0.119 9.06 122.8 10 

HAV 89.5 0.108 0.110 6.97 98.53 −3.79 

ZOC 79 0.101 0.103 5.60 93.34 −4.36 

UCF-N2 75 0.112 0.117 6.00 94.71 −3.77 

We evaluated birefringence by measuring the phase retardation of a VA cell sandwiched between 

two crossed polarizers [39]. The VA cell has strong anchoring energy and cell gap d ~ 9 µm. A 1 kHz 

square-wave AC voltage signal was applied to the LC cell. A He-Ne laser (λ = 633 nm) and a tunable 

Argon ion laser (λ = 457 nm, 488 nm and 514 nm) were used as probing beams. The Δn of UCF-N1, 

HAV, ZOC and UCF-N2 was measured from 22 °C (RT) to a temperature close to Tc. Results are 

plotted in Figure 2. Dots represent the measured data and solid lines are the fitting curves using 

Haller’s semi-empirical equation [40]:  

 (4) 

where ∆n0 is the extrapolated birefringence at T = 0 K and β is a material constant. At RT and λ = 633 nm, 

the Δn of ZOC, HAV and UCF-N2 is 0.101, 0.108 and 0.112, respectively.  

For a full color display, we need to know the birefringence at red, green and blue wavelengths. 

Figure 3 depicts the measured birefringence dispersion of UCF-N1, HAV, ZOC and UCF-N2. Dots 

represent measured data and solid lines are fitting curves using the single-band birefringence 

dispersion model [41]: 

 (5) 

where G is a proportionality constant and λ
*
 is the average resonant wavelength of the LC mixture. 

Through fitting, we obtained G = 2.10 μm
−2

, 2.57 μm
−2

, 3.40 μm
−2

 and 2.13 μm
−2

 and λ
*
 = 218.4 nm, 

194.6 nm, 165.7 nm and 215.8 nm for UCF-N1, HAV, ZOC and UCF-N2, respectively. With a higher 

Δn, UCF-N1 and UCF-N2 have a longer resonant wavelength as expected. With these fitting 

parameters, we can calculate the birefringence at a desired wavelength through Equation (5).  
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Figure 2. Temperature dependent Δn of UCF-N1, HAV, ZOC and UCF-N2 at λ = 633 nm. 

 

Figure 3. Birefringence dispersion of the four LC mixtures studied. 

 

From the relaxation time measurement of the VA cell, we can obtain γ1/K33 [38]. We measured 

γ1/K33 at different temperatures and fitted the experimental results with Equation (6), as shown in 

Figure 4a: 

 
(6) 

where a is a proportionality constant, Ea is the activation energy of the LC mixture, and KB is the 

Boltzmann constant. Through fittings, we obtained Ea = 279, 270.1, 260.7 and 274.5 meV for  

UCF-N1, HAV, ZOC and UCF-N2, respectively. To compare the overall performance of these LCs we 

define a figure of merit as FoM = (∆n)
2
/(γ1/K33). Since K33 and γ1 are temperature dependent, we can 

rewrite FoM as follows [42]:  

 

(7) 

where b is a proportionality constant. Figure 4b depicts the measured data and fitting curve based on 

Equation (7). Near RT, UCF-N2 possesses the highest FoM, hence the fastest response time for the 

same phase retardation. Indeed, as will be shown later, the calculated response time of an n-FFS cell 
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using UCF-N2 is 32% faster than that of UCF-N1. At 22 °C, the FoM of UCF-N2 is 2.05 μm
2
/s, and it 

increases to 3.62 μm
2
/s at 50 °C. As the temperature increases, visco-elastic coefficient decreases more 

quickly than birefringence initially, resulting in an increased FoM. As T approaches Tc, Δn decreases 

more quickly than γ1/K33 leading to a sharply declined FoM, as Figure 4b depicts. High Tc is also 

important for wide operating temperature range.  

Figure 4. Temperature dependent (a) γ1/K33 and (b) FoM of the four LCs studied. 

 

3.2. Device Configuration 

Next, we compare the electro-optic properties of n-FFS and p-FFS modes. We calculated the LC 

director distribution by a commercial LCD simulator DIMOS.2D and optical transmittance by 

extended Jones matrix [43]. As will be shown later, the preferred dΔn value for achieving high 

transmittance at λ = 550 nm and fast response time is ~360 nm for n-FFS and ~380 nm for p-FFS. This 

difference originates from more efficient LC director reorientation in n-FFS. To make a fair 

comparison between n-FFS and p-FFS, we use the same electrode width w = 2 μm and gap l = 3 μm, 

same pretilt angle (2°) but the rubbing angle is 10° and 80° respectively w.r.t. the horizontal axis, as 

shown in Figure 4a,b. The passivation layer between the pixel and common electrodes is SiOx whose 

thickness is dp = 250 nm and dielectric constant is εp = 4.5 [44]. 

Figures 5c and 4d depict the simulated equal-potential lines and LC director deformation in a 

voltage-on state of n-FFS and p-FFS, respectively. The cell is sandwiched between two crossed linear 

polarizers, and the transmission axis of the bottom polarizer is parallel to the rubbing direction. Thus, 

the transmittance at a given position and voltage V can be expressed as [39,45]: 

 (8) 

where Ψ(V) is the voltage dependent azimuthal component of the angle between the polarizer and LC 

director’s optic axis, T0 is the transmitted light through parallel polarizers and Δneff is the effective 

birefringence of LC at voltage V and wavelength λ. Please note that the electric field in a FFS cell is 

not uniform spatially. So, the transmittance at each position as Equation (8) describes may not be the 

same. To calculate transmittance, we have to do the spatial averaging for each pixel. The dark state of 

a FFS cell happens when V = 0, and the transmittance reaches a maximum when the LC directors are 

reoriented by 45°.  

  

2 2
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3.3. Phase Retardation Effect 

Both peak transmittance (Tp) and on-state voltage (Von) are dependent on the phase retardation, or 

dΔn/λ of the FFS cell. Figure 6 depicts the calculated Tp and Von at different dΔn/λ values for both  

n-FFS (with UCF-N1) and p-FFS (with UCF-P1). For n-FFS, as dΔn/λ increases from 0.35 to 1.1, Tp 

climbs to a peak of 98.1% at dΔn/λ ≈ 0.67 and then gradually decreases. Meanwhile, Von decreases to a 

minimum at dΔn/λ ≈ 0.7 and then bounces back. Since green light is the major component of white 

light, we optimize the cell gap at λ = 550 nm. Therefore, for n-FFS we choose dΔn ~ 360 nm for  

λ = 550 nm, in order to achieve high transmittance and fast response time. However, for p-FFS both Tp 

and Von increase continuously in the dΔn/λ range studied. The insufficient phase retardation results 

from the large tilt angle of the directors in the p-FFS (Figure 4b), because the positive Δε LC directors 

tend to align parallel to the electric fields. Compromising the performance between transmittance, Von 

and response time, we chose dΔn ~ 380 nm at λ = 550 nm as the optimal value for p-FFS.  

An attractive feature of n-FFS can be found in Figure 5: in the 0.60 < dΔn/λ < 0.78 range Tp keeps 

larger than 95% and Von only varies slightly, which provides a reasonably large cell gap manufacturing 

tolerance. By contrast, in the same range the Von of p-FFS climbs almost linearly from 4 V to 5.2 V and 

Tp increases from 82% to 91.7%. Although the Tp of p-FFS gradually saturates when dΔn/λ > 0.7, its 

Von increases dramatically. High operation voltage leads to high power consumption.  

Figure 5. Device configuration and initial director alignment in (a) n-FFS (fringe-field 

switching) and (b) p-FFS; Equal-potential lines and LC director deformation in the 

voltage-on state of (c) n-FFS and (d) p-FFS. 

 

3.4. Wavelength Effect 

To achieve high transmittance, we optimize the cell gap for λ = 550nm. However, dΔn/λ varies for 

RGB colors due to the change in λ and birefringence dispersion as Figure 3 depicts. As Equation (5) 
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indicates, a high birefringence LC is more dispersive in the visible region because of its longer λ
*
. 

Thus, the phase retardation for blue will be larger than the optimized value for green, but smaller for 

red. Larger birefringence dispersion causes a larger deviation from the optimized phase retardation 

value and hence leads to a lower peak transmittance. To investigate the birefringence dispersion effect 

on the transmittance for RGB (λ = 650, 550 and 450 nm) colors, we calculated the VT curves of n-FFS 

with three exemplary LCs: UCF-N0, UCF-N1 and UCF-N3, as shown in Figure 7a–c. UCF-N0 is an 

imaginary material; it has identical properties as UCF-N1 but without dispersion, i.e., its Δn is 

independent of wavelength. This represents an extreme case. On the other hand, UCF-N3 is a high 

birefringence negative Δε LC we developed for VA LCOS (to be discussed in next session), whose  

Δn = 0.177, 0.191 and 0.214 at RGB colors, respectively. For all the n-FFS cells studied, we set  

dΔn = 360 nm. Therefore for UCF-N0, its dΔn/λ = 0.55, 0.65 and 0.80 for RGB, respectively. From 

Figure 6, we find the peak transmittance for RGB is ~92%, 98% and 91%, which is consistent with the 

calculated VT curves of UCF-N0 for RGB colors, as depicted in Figure 7a. Moreover, both RGB 

colors have nearly the same Von. The inset in Figure 7a depicts the normalized VT curves and they 

overlap amazingly well. Thus, a single gamma curve driving can be realized for n-FFS, which would 

simplify the driving circuit. This property holds true for UCF-N1 and UCF-N3 as well. From Figure 5, 

Von is relatively insensitive to dΔn/λ in the range of 0.55–0.90. The peak transmittance of UCF-N1 

reaches ~98% (λ = 550 nm) at Von = 4.6 V. As the birefringence dispersion gets larger, Tp(B) and Tp(R) 

drop further to 85% and 89% for UCF-N1, respectively. For UCF-N3, Tp(B) decreases to 71.3%, since 

dΔn/λ deviates from the optimized value too much. Tp(G) also drops slightly to 94% since the cell gap 

employed here is 1.89 μm, which is much smaller than the electrode width (3 μm). Fine electrode 

configuration [17] or adding chiral dopant [44] would help increase Tp for a thin-cell-gap FFF cell. 

For comparison, we also calculate the VT curves of a p-FFS cell using UCF-P1 (d = 3.19 μm). Let’s 

call it FFS-P1. As Figure 7d shows, the peak transmittance of RGB colors take place at different 

voltages. For 550 nm, Tp reaches ~88% at Von = 4.4 V, and for 650 nm Tp reaches ~78% at Von = 4.0 V. 

But for λ = 450 nm, Tp can reach 88.1% but at a much higher voltage (6.8 V). The inset in Figure 7d 

depicts the normalized VT curves. Obviously, they do not overlap well. Thus, three different gamma 

curves are needed to drive the RGB pixels. 

Figure 6. Tp and Von at different dΔn/λ for n-FFS and p-FFS. 
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Figure 7. VT curves for FFS cell using (a) UCF-N0; (b) UCF-N1; (c) UCF-N3; and  

(d) UCF-P1 for RGB colors. Inset plots show the normalized VT curves. 

 

3.5. Director Deformation Distribution 

In order to understand the differences between n-FFS and p-FFS modes, we study the LC tilt and 

twist angle distributions of FFS-N1 (n-FFS filled with UCF-N1) and FFS-P1 cells at five positions: A, B, 

C, D, and E as Figure 8a shows. Negative LCs tend to align perpendicular to the electric field, so the tilt 

angles at position A to E are relatively small, as shown in Figure 7a. To obtain maximum transmittance, 

ideally the twist angle should occur at 45°, as Equation (8) indicates. From Figure 8b, the LC directors 

are largely twisted near the bottom of the cell (z/d < 0.4) by the electric field and gradually reoriented 

back to the rubbing direction due to the strong anchoring force provided by the top surface. For FFS-N1, 

the maximum twist angle from the initial rubbing direction is around 46° at A and E. The tilt angle at A 

and E is close to 0, which contributes effectively to the phase retardation. At B, C, and D, the horizontal 

electric field is stronger and the maximum twist angle is ~55°. Meanwhile, the tilt angle at z/d ~ 0.1  

is ~±10°, which would slightly decrease the phase retardation and compensate the over twist. Moreover, 

the on-state of the n-FFS cell is like two cascaded TN cells [44] due to the small tilt angle. As a result, 

polarization rotation effect dominates and the color dispersion is suppressed.  

In contrast, the maximum twist angle of FFS-P1 is either larger than 63° (B and C) or smaller than 

38° (A and E), as Figure 7d depicts. The over- or under-twist leads to inefficient phase retardation. 

Only at position D, the maximum twist angle is about 48°, however the tilt angle is about 41° at  

z/d = 0.1. The large tilt angle (Figure 7c) caused by the strong vertical field dramatically decreases the 

effective birefringence and hence the peak transmittance. Meanwhile, with a large tilt angle at 

positions B, C, and D, the phase retardation effect (which is wavelength sensitive) becomes quite 

obvious, resulting in severe wavelength dispersion. In addition, from Figure 5d, splay and bend 
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deformation occurs and electric polarization is induced, which is known as flexoelectric effect [34]. 

The light transmittance would change slightly from negative to positive frames, resulting in a small 

image flickering. By contrast, this effect is negligible in n-FFS due to the small tilt angle.  

Figure 8. Simulated tilt angle distribution of (a) FFS-N1 and (c) FFS-P1; Twist angle 

distribution of (b) FFS-N1 and (d) FFS-P1. 

 

As Figure 7 shows, FFS-P1 has a lower threshold-like voltage (Vth) than FFS-N1 because its Δε 

(+10) is much larger than that of UCF-N1 (−3.82), assuming their K22 is the same. However, the  

on-state voltage of FFS-P1 (Von ~ 4.4 V) is nearly the same as that of FFS-N1 (4.6 V). This can be 

explained by the LC director distributions shown in Figure 8a–d. FFS-N1 has more efficient twist 

angle (~45°) and smaller tilt angle than FFS-P1 so that its effective birefringence is higher. As a result, 

a smaller voltage swing (ΔV = Von − Vth) is needed to reach the peak transmittance. Therefore, FFS-N1 

has a comparable Von to FFS-P1, although its Δε is much smaller. 

3.6. Low Operation Voltage 

Low power consumption is highly desirable for a mobile display because it lengthens the battery 

life. The power consumption of a LCD comes from two parts: electronic and backlight. Generally 

speaking, the total power consumption is governed by the optical throughput of the panel, circuit frame 

rate, capacitance, and square of the operation voltage. For a given resolution and frame rate, the power 

consumption is closely related to the optical efficiency and operation voltage. 

Several approaches have been considered for lowering Von. From device side, we can decrease the 

rubbing angle [45,46]. The tradeoff is slower rise time, although the decay time remains almost the 

same. In FFS mode, the capacitor formed by the passivation layer between the pixel and common 
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electrode acts as a storage capacitor (Cs ~ εpApixel/dp), which is in parallel to the LC capacitor. 

Therefore, we can use a thin and large εp dielectric layer to increase Cs and reduce the voltage 

shielding effect [47]. For example, if we reduce the SiOx layer thickness from 250 nm to 100 nm, then 

Von would decrease from 4.6 V to 3.9 V for FFS-N1. If we use 100 nm Si3N4 passivation layer  

(εp = 6.5), then Von would drop to 3.8 V. A tradeoff is the increased charging time resulting from the 

increased Cs. However, for a high resolution mobile display, its pixel size is small so that Cs can still 

be kept relatively small for quick addressing. 

From material aspect, a straightforward way to reduce Von is to increase Δε. As shown in Figure 9, 

as Δε increases, the Von of n-FFS decreases dramatically initially and then gradually saturates for both 

250-nm SiOx layer (solid circle) and 100-nm Si3N4 layer (open circle). The two sets of data points are 

well fitted by the following semi-empirical equation:  

        
   
    

 (9) 

where α is a proportionality constant related to the device configuration (e.g., rubbing angle) and the 

passivation layer. From fittings, we obtained α = 3.40 and 2.83 for the 250-nm SiOx layer and 100-nm 

Si3N4 layer, respectively. Smaller α indicates less voltage shielding effect and more efficient driving. 

In Figure 8, the deviation in the large Δε region originates from the larger dielectric constant mismatch 

between liquid crystal and SiOx, which in turn shields the applied voltage. Two more tradeoffs of large 

Δε are: (1) increased viscosity, which is undesirable for response time; and (2) increased ionic impurity 

which causes image sticking [48]. As Figure 8 shows, the reduction in Von would gradually saturate. 

Thus, there is a delicate balance while selecting a large Δε LC material for n-FFS.  

Figure 9. Δε effect on the Von of n-FFS under two types of passivation layers. 

 

3.7. Response Time 

Both rise time and decay time are calculated between the 10% and 90% transmittance change. For 

FFS-P1 with d = 3.19 μm, the simulated [rise time, decay time] is [23.8 ms, 25.7 ms]. For the n-FFS 

cell with MLC-6882 (d = 3.66 μm and Von = 4.5 V) the simulated [rise time, decay time] is [23.4 ms, 

34.8 ms]. With our UCF-N1 (d = 3.02 μm), the calculated [rise time, decay time] is [16.2 ms, 24.1 ms]. 

Our UCF-N1 has faster response time than MLC-6882 because of its thinner cell gap. On the other 
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hand, UCF-N1 has faster response time than FFS-P1 due to its more uniform twist and tilt angles. A 

lower viscosity LC would further reduce the response time. For example, if we use a lower viscosity LC, 

such as UCF-N2, the calculated [rise time, decay time] decreases about 30% to [10.9 ms, 16.5 ms].  

This response time is still 2X to 3X longer than that of the state-of-the-art MVA LCD TV. In MVA, 

the involved elastic constant is K33, but in n-FFS it is K22. For most nematic LCs, K33 is about 2X to 3X 

larger than K22. Therefore, this could be an intrinsic disadvantage when comparing n-FFS with MVA 

for TV applications, where touch panel is not necessary. To further improve the response time for  

n-FFS, we need to develop lower viscosity negative Δε LCs or use a thinner cell gap. 

3.8. Summary 

We have developed a low viscosity negative Δε LC mixture (UCF-N2, γ1 = 94 mPas and  

Δn ~ 0.12) for n-FFS with a 3-μm cell gap. Our n-FFS shows superior performances to p-FFS in 

following aspects: (1) higher transmittance (98% vs. 88%); (2) single gamma curve vs. 3 gamma 

curves for RGB pixels; (3) both on-state voltage and peak transmittance are less sensitive to cell gap 

variation, (4) faster response time due to a slightly thinner cell gap and more uniform LC twist and tilt 

angles, and (5) comparable on-state voltage to p-FFS although the LC mixture has a smaller Δε (−3.8 

vs. +10). Therefore, n-FFS has potential to replace p-FFS for next-generation mobile displays or even 

TV applications. Moreover, due to the homogeneous alignment and horizontal molecular orientation, 

n-FFS has intrinsic wide viewing angles. Various compensation films for FFS mode have been 

developed [49,50]. With one biaxial film, the 100:1 isocontrast contour can be achieved over the ±80° 

viewing zone [16]. To further widen the viewing angle, multi-domain structures can be considered [32].  

4. Negative Δε LCs for VA Mode  

Two types of VA cells are discussed here: single domain VA LCOS for projection displays and 

multi-domain VA (MVA) for direct-view LCD TVs.  

4.1. LCOS 

Single domain VA has been extensively used in LCOS for projection displays because of its 

unprecedented contrast ratio (CR) [22]. To enable color sequential projection display [51–53], which 

requires only a single monochrome LCD panel so that the optical system is much simpler than that 

using three panels, fast response time (<1 ms) is critically needed in order to suppress color breakup. 

To achieve submillisecond response time, several approaches have been proposed, such as thin VA 

LCOS cell [18,19], mixed-mode twisted nematic (MTN) cell [54] and ferroelectric cell [55]. Among 

these methods, thin VA LCOS is attractive because of its high CR and fast response time, as shown in 

Equation (3). However, fringing field degrades the contrast ratio and reduces the display 

brightness [56]. A straightforward way to suppress fringing field effect is to reduce the cell gap. A 

major challenge for the thin cell approach is the need of a high birefringence and low viscosity LC. For 

a VA LCOS, the required dΔn is ~165 nm (at λ = 550 nm) in order to achieve high reflectance at a low 

voltage (<5 V) [57].  
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In projection displays, high power arc lamp or LED lamp is commonly used as light source. 

Because of thermal effect, the LCOS panel is usually operated at 40–50 °C. As the temperature 

increases, both birefringence and visco-elastic coefficient decrease. The former vanishes at Tc. 

Therefore, it is important to design a LC with high Tc (>>50 °C). In an LCOS, the electric field is in 

the longitudinal direction. To realize the electro-optic effect of a VA cell, we need a negative Δε LC. 

To achieve high resistivity, fluorinated LCs are commonly used as mentioned earlier [9]. However, 

some laterally difluoro high Δn compounds are difficult to align, especially at elevated 

temperatures [36]. A poor LC alignment leads to a low contrast ratio.  

UV stability is another critical issue for a high Δn LC due to its relatively long conjugation length. 

In an LCOS projector, the arc lamp is relatively bright. Although filters are used to block the unwanted 

UV and infrared lights from the lamp, residual UV contents could still decompose the LC materials if 

the molecular structures are not intrinsically stable. 

4.1.1. LC Material 

In experiment, we prepared a mixture called UCF-N3 by doping 15.1 wt % lateral difluoro  

alkoxy-biphenyls, 8.9 wt % alkoxy-cyclohexane-phenyls, and 15.4 wt % alkoxy-cyclohexane-

biphenyls [9,58], whose chemical structures are shown in Figure 1, into our M1 host in order to 

increase Δε while keeping a low viscosity. An excellent dark state was achieved in the entire nematic 

range. The clearing point of UCF-N3 is Tc ~ 93.2 °C.  

4.1.2. Physical Properties 

We first measured the dielectric anisotropy of UCF-N3 at f = 1 kHz. Results are: Δε = −3.74 at 23 °C 

and −2.91 at 50 °C. Next, we measured the temperature dependent Δn of UCF-N3 at λ = 633 nm from  

25 °C to 90 °C. Results are plotted in Figure 10a, where dots represent the measured data and solid line is 

the fitting curve using Equation (4). Through fitting, we obtained Δn0 = 0.265 and β = 0.177.  

To investigate the electro-optic performances at RGB colors, we measured the birefringence 

dispersion of UCF-N3 at 50 °C; the intended operation temperature for an LCOS projector. Results are 

shown in Figure 10b; here dots are the measured data and solid line represents fitting result using 

Equation (5). From fitting we obtained G = 2.64E-6 μm
−2

 and λ
*
 = 241.1 nm. With higher Δn,  

UCF-N3 has a longer λ
*
 than the previously mentioned mixtures for FFS. With these parameters and 

through Equation (5), we can obtain the birefringence at any wavelength. For example, we find  

Δn = 0.191 at λ = 550 nm and 50 °C. Thus, for a VA LCOS we need d = 0.93 μm to achieve ~100% 

reflectance (normalized to parallel polarizers) at a relatively low operating voltage (<5 V). Although 

challenging, ferroelectric LCOS with d ~ 0.8 μm has been commercialized. 

We also measured the γ1/K33 of UCF-N3 at different temperatures and fitted the experimental data 

with Equation (6), as shown in Figure 11a. Here the activation energy is Ea = 286.9 meV, which is 

larger than that of UCF-N2 developed for FFS. Usually higher birefringence involves longer 

conjugation length and hence higher viscosity, which leads to larger activation energy. To evaluate the 

overall performance of UCF-N3 at different temperatures, Figure 11b depicts the measured FoM data 

and fitting curve based on Equation (7). At room temperature, the FoM of UCF-N3 is ~2.6 μm
2
/s, and 

it increases to 4.8 μm
2
/s at 50 °C.  
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Figure 10. (a) Temperature dependent Δn of UCF-N3 at λ = 633 nm; (b) Wavelength 

dependent Δn of UCF-N3 at T = 50 °C. 

 

Figure 11. Temperature dependent (a) γ1/K33 and (b) FoM of UCF-N3. 

 

4.1.3. Simulation Results for VA LCOS 

The electro-optical characteristics of UCF-N3 in a vertical alignment liquid-crystal-on-silicon  

(VA-LCOS) are calculated using a commercial LCD simulator DIMOS 2.0. In simulation, we used  

d = 0.93 μm, Δn = 0.191 at λ = 550 nm, and γ1/K33 ~ 6.7 ms/μm
2
 at T = 50 °C. The initial pretilt angle 

is 88° and the azimuthal angle is 45° w.r.t. the optic axis of the polarizing beam splitter (PBS). A 

reflector is placed on the inner surface of the VA cell. We calculated the voltage-dependent reflectance 

(VR) curves for RGB colors. As shown in Figure 12, for the green light the on-state voltage occurs at  

4.83 V. The birefringence dispersion is relatively large for high birefringence LCs. As shown in  

Figure 10b, Δn = 0.214, 0.191, 0.177 at λ = 450 nm, 550 nm and 650 nm, respectively. The peak 

transmittance for RGB colors occur at different voltages. Thus, three gamma curves are needed for driving 

the RGB sub-frames. 

We also calculated the gray-to-gray (GTG) response times of the VA LCOS, and results are 

summarized in Table 2. Taking green color as an example, the VR curve was uniformly divided into 

eight gray levels (1–8) and the response time between every two gray levels was calculated. Here both 

rise time and decay time are calculated between 10% and 90% reflectance change. From Table 2, we 

find the rise time is 0.26 ms and decay time is 0.40 ms between gray levels 1 and 8. The average GTG 
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rise time is 0.75 ms and decay time is 0.79 ms. With such a fast response time, image blur and color 

breakup can be greatly suppressed.  

Figure 12. Simulated voltage-dependent reflectance (VR) curves for RGB of a vertical 

alignment liquid-crystal-on-silicon (VA LCOS) using UCF-N3 at 50 °C. d = 0.93 μm 

 

Table 2. Calculated GTG response time (unit: ms) of the UCF-N3 VA LCOS at 50 °C.  

d = 0.93 μm. 

 Final Level 

Initial Level 

– 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 – 2.36 1.75 1.39 1.13 0.91 0.69 0.26 

2 0.34 – 1.31 1.13 0.95 0.79 0.60 0.22 

3 0.33 1.33 – 1.02 0.88 0.73 0.56 0.20 

4 0.34 1.19 1.03 – 0.83 0.69 0.53 0.18 

5 0.34 1.10 1.01 0.91 – 0.68 0.53 0.17 

6 0.35 1.04 0.98 0.88 0.78 – 0.53 0.16 

7 0.37 1.01 0.96 0.88 0.79 0.68 – 0.15 

8 0.40 1.01 0.97 0.90 0.83 0.74 0.63 – 

The estimated operation temperature range for the proposed color sequential VA-LCOS is from 20 °C 

to 70 °C. As the operation temperature decreases, the response time would be slower because of the 

increased γ1/K33. For example, if the application is at room temperature, then from Figure 11a the 

estimated response time would be ~2.3X slower than that at 50 °C. To shorten response time, overdrive 

and undershoot voltage method can be applied. On the other hand, if the operation temperature exceeds 

70 °C, then the birefringence decreases noticeably as Figure 10 depicts. As a result, the optical 

efficiency will decline because the phase retardation is less than 1π.  

4.1.4. UV Stability 

As mentioned above, UV stability is an important concern for an arc-lamp-based LCOS projector. 

UV light could damage the polyimide alignment layers and the LC material [59]. To investigate UV 

stability, we exposed our UCF-N3 cell (ITO glass substrates) with a UV LED lamp (λ ~ 385nm and 

light intensity ~300 mW/cm
2
) for five hours. After UV exposure, UCF-N3 shows no sign of 
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degradation: clearing point, dark state, threshold voltage, and electro-optic properties all remain 

unchanged within the experimental error. 

For a high pressure Mercury arc lamp, the emission spectrum contains some harmful UV 

components in the 380–400 nm range. Therefore, a UV filter with cutoff wavelength ~420 nm is 

commonly employed. With such a UV filter, our LC mixture should have an excellent stability. For a 

typical RGB LED backlight unit, its UV content is negligible. 

4.1.5. Summary 

Our fluorinated high birefringence, low viscosity and negative Δε LC mixture UCF-N3 enables a 

VA LCOS to achieve high contrast ratio, low voltage, and submillisecond GTG response time at an 

elevated temperature. Such a fast response time enables color sequential display using a single 

monochrome LCD panel. As a result, the optical system is greatly simplified. Moreover, good UV 

stability makes this LC mixture practical for projection displays. A thin cell gap (0.93 μm) also helps 

to suppress fringing field effect. Although making a submicron cell gap is technically challenging, it 

has been done in ferroelectric LCOS devices. 

4.2. MVA Mode 

For wide-view LCD TVs, MVA [20,60–62] and multi-domain IPS [49,63] are the two major 

approaches. In a transmissive MVA LCD, the required dΔn is 330 nm (at λ = 550 nm) for achieving 

high transmittance and low driving voltage. The cell gap currently employed is around 3–4 μm. Thus, 

a low viscosity negative Δε LC with Δn ~ 0.08–0.11 is commonly used. These LC mixtures are 

commercially available. For a 3-μm cell gap, the response time is about 4–5 ms. As the manufacturing 

technology continues to advance, a thinner cell gap could be used in the near future for reducing 

response time. For example, if the cell gap can be reduced to 2.5 μm, then the response time would be 

improved by ~40%, however, the required Δn should be increased to 0.13. Our low viscosity UCF-N2 

(Δn ~ 0.12) can be considered for MVA applications as well, in addition to n-FFS.  

If we keep the cell gap at 3-μm for our UCF-N2, then the on-state voltage is ~5.6 V, as Figure 13 

shows. On the other hand, if we use MLC 6882 and keep dΔn = 330 nm at λ = 550 nm (d = 3.37 μm), 

then its Von ~ 7.6 V. Low voltage helps to reduce power consumption. 

Figure 13. Simulated VT curves of two VA cells with UCF-N2 (d = 3.07 μm) and MLC 

6882 (d = 3.37 μm). 
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5. Conclusions  

We have reviewed recent progress on the development of negative Δε LCs for FFS and VA display 

applications. With our UCF-N2, n-FFS shows superior performance to p-FFS in high transmittance, 

single gamma curve, cell gap insensitivity, and negligible flexoelectric effect. Using our UCF-N3 for 

VA LCOS, we have demonstrated a submillisecond gray-to-gray response time for color sequential 

projection displays. Our low viscosity UCF-N2 can also be used for MVA LCD TVs 
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